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VILLAGE OF WILMETTE
1200 Wilmette Avenue
WILMETTE, ILLINOIS 60091-0040
MEETING MINUTES
APPEARANCE REVIEW COMMISSION
MONDAY, JANUARY 5, 2015
7:30 P.M.
SECOND FLOOR TRAINING ROOM
Members Present:

William Bradford, Acting Chairman
Dan Collyer
Daniel Elkins
Mason Miller
Craig Phillips
Carrie Woleben-Meade

Members Absent:

Tim Sheridan

Guests:

Sasha Milosavljevich, 3685 Woodhead Drive, Northbrook, IL
Joan Taylor, 3685 Woodhead Drive, Northbrook, IL
Doug Sanders, 1219 Wilmette Avenue
Daryl Rose, 1046 Gage Street, Winnetka, IL
Mike Murdock, 911 Michigan Avenue
Peter Witmer, 272 E. Deerpath, Lake Forest, IL
Cody Hague, 34 Forest Avenue, River Forest
Anthony Perry, 564 Lincoln, Winnetka

Staff Present:

Lucas Sivertsen, Planner III

I.

CALL TO ORDER
Chairman Sheridan called the meeting to order at 7:30 p.m.
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II.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES; APPEARANCE REVIEW COMMISSION MEETING
OF DECEMBER 1, 2014.
Mr. Elkins moved the Commission approve the December 1, 2014 meeting minutes as
amended. The motion was seconded by Mr. Phillips. Voting yes: Acting Chairman
Bradford and Commissioners Collyer, Elkins, Miller, Phillips, Woleben-Meade. Voting
no: none. The motion carried.

III. CONTINUANCES
Mr. Phillips moved to continued Case 2014-AR-21, 111 Green Bay Road, Firefly Kitchen;
Case 2014-AR-29, 825 Green Bay Road, Hoffmann Commercial Real Estate; Case 2014AR-32, 905-907 Ridge Road, Newlook Construction to the February 2, 2015 meeting. The
motion was seconded by Mr. Elkins. Voting yes: Acting Chairman Bradford and
Commissioners Collyer, Elkins, Miller, Phillips, Woleben-Meade. Voting no: none. The
motion carried.
IV. CASES
2015-AR-01
Lou Malnati’s Pizzeria

3223 Lake Avenue
Sign Variation

Mr. Sivertsen called Case 2015-AR-01, 3223 Lake Avenue, Lou Malnati’s Pizzeria,
requesting a 6 inch letter height sign variation, and a variation to display colors not part of
the official corporate logo to install a 24 inch tall channel letter wall sign.
Mr. Milosavljevich said the sign they currently have limits their exposure to traffic on Lake
Avenue. They learned the hard way that using script lettering on a channel letter wall sign
makes the sign very difficult to read. They would like to change their sign from black
script letters to red block letters. They would also like to increase the letter height to 24
inches.
Mr. Bradford said he thought the existing sign was much too small and he is supportive of
installing a larger sign. He wanted to know why they decided to use the script lettering.
Mr. Milosavljevich said the existing code limits letter heights to 18 inches. The tallest
script letter is 18 inches, however, due to the proportion of the script lettering the smaller
letters are much smaller and very difficult to read. He said even if the tallest letter was 36
inches and the other letters were scaled to that size it would still be difficult to see the
smaller letters. That’s why they were requesting to go with the block letters.
Mr. Bradford asked why they preferred the red lettering over the standard white lettering
called out in the sign ordinance.
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Mr. Milosavljevich said they feel like they are tucked away in the shopping center. They
have used signs with red lettering on their other stores, including Libertyville. Most of
their carry-out locations use red lettering.
Mr. Bradford asked how the proposed signage compared with Akai Hani Restaurant
located next door.
Mr. Sivertsen said the Akai Hana signage was 18 inches in height.
Mr. Phillips asked if the change from script lettering to block lettering was something that
was going company wide. It seemed like a drastic change from the other signs he has seen.
Mr. Milosavljevich said they have used this sign type in other locations where certain site
constraints limit their use of a script font. The size of the sign band and their distance from
the street made the script font unreadable.
Ms. Woleben-Meade asked if that was their hardship to request a variation to go from 18
inches to 24 inches in height.
Ms. Taylor said there were a few obstructions that make reading the sign difficult including
a tree.
Ms. Woleben-Meade says she understands the decision to go from script font to block
lettering, but she didn’t feel it justified also increasing the letter height to be six inches
taller than any other sign in the shopping center.
Mr. Milosavljevich said because of their location in the shopping center they weren’t very
visible.
Mr. Bradford said there are other storefronts in the shopping center who are setback the
same distance if not greater. He sees this case as being two issues. One is the issue of
using the red color and the other issue is the letter height variation. Mr. Bradford asked
Mr. Milosavljevich if he would be willing to live with an 18 inch tall block letter sign.
Mr. Milosavljevich said he didn’t think an 18 inch tall letter height sign was a great choice.
Mr. Bradford asked Mr. Milosavljevich for the height of the existing script font sign.
Mr. Milosavljevich said the “L” was 18 inches in height and the other letters scaled down
from that. He didn’t know the exact heights of the other letters.
Mr. Bradford said if the sign was changed so that all of the letters where 18 inch block
letters the sign would still be larger than what is currently installed.
Mr. Bradford asked the Commissioners what they felt about the red color.
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Ms. Woleben-Meade said there are already a lot of different colored sign in the shopping
center and she thought the Commission needed to be open minded about what colors
should be allowed.
Mr. Elkins said he didn’t have an issue with the red color. He’s concerned more about the
request to install letters which are 6 inches taller than any other sign in the shopping center.
He didn’t know how the petitioner’s storefront was that different from any other storefront
in the shopping center. Many of the businesses are setback far from the street and some are
also tucked back in the corner or are perpendicular to the street. He wanted to know if the
landlord was ok with the proposed signage.
Mr. Sivertsen said the landlord has approved the signage as proposed.
Mr. Phillips asked what the letter heights are of other signs in the shopping center.
Mr. Sivertsen said the other signs were a maximum of 18 inches in letter height. The “I” in
Irving’s is 18 inches and the other letters a little smaller.
Ms. Woleben-Meade asked if Mr. Milosavljevich was willing to modify the request for a
red 18 inch tall channel letter sign. She didn’t feel the Commission was going to give a
positive recommendation for the letter height variation.
Mr. Milosavljevich said he didn’t feel an 18 inch letter height was the right size and wanted
to keep his original request.
Mr. Bradford said he would like to entertain a motion to separate the request into two
separate votes. One for the letter height and one for the color.
Findings
The Commission found the applicant’s request for a letter height variation did not present
an unusual difficulty unique to the subject storefront. The request conflicts with the
purpose and intent of the ordinance and would result in signage inconsistent with other
signs in the shopping center.
Decision
Mr. Elkins moved to recommend granting a 6 inch letter height sign variation to display 24
inch taller channel letters. The motion was seconded by Mr. Phillips. Voting yes: none.
Voting no: Acting Chairman Bradford, and Commissioners Collyer, Elkins, Miller,
Phillips, Woleben-Meade. The motion was denied.
Findings
The Commission found the applicant’s request to display a red logo was consistent with the
appearance of other signs within the shopping center. While the official corporate logo did
not have red lettering the corporation had consistently displayed red lettering in their
signage at other locations.
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Decision
Mr. Elkins moved to recommend granting a variation to display a color not part of the
official corporate logo. The motion was seconded by Mr. Phillips. Voting yes: Acting
Chairman Bradford, and Commissioners Collyer, Elkins, Miller, Phillips, Woleben-Meade.
Voting no: none. The motion carried.
Ms. Woleben-Meade moved to authorize Acting Chairman Bradford to prepare the report
and recommendations from the Appearance Review Commission for Case 2015-AR-01.
The motion was seconded by Mr. Elkins. Voting yes: Acting Chairman Bradford, and
Commissioners Collyer, Elkins, Miller, Phillips, Woleben-Meade. Voting no: none. The
motion carried.
1219 Wilmette Avenue
Appearance Review Certificate

2015-AR-03
Millen’s Hardware

Mr. Sivertsen called Case 2015-AR-03, 1219 Wilmette Avenue, Millen’s Hardware,
requesting an Appearance Review Certificate to install parking lot lighting.
Mr. Bradford said he understood the petitioner has installed three lighting to replace four
lights. They were before the Commission seeking approval for this work.
Mr. Sanders said that was correct.
Mr. Bradford said the only questions he had was regarding the photometric plan. He didn’t
see the lot line drawing on the plan.
Mr. Sivertsen said it was a little hard to see on the plan, but it was the dashed line. The
permitted illumination at the receiving property line is 0.5 foot candles. The photometric
plan shows illumination will not exceed 0.5 foot candles at the receiving property line.
Mr. Elkins said he has no issue with the plans.
Mr. Bradford asked if it was their intention to remove the existing light fixtures.
Mr. Sanders acknowledged they would be removed.
Mr. Sivertsen said the electrical inspector will also require the electrical lines to be run in
hard pipe conduit.
Ms. Woleben-Meade asked if they had heard any complaints from their neighbors about the
lights.
Mr. Sanders said they have not received any complaints about the new lights.
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Mr. Bradford said it is commendable to change out the lighting fixtures to a more energy
efficient fixture.
Ms. Woleben-Mead moved to approve Case 2015-AR-03, 1219 Wilmette Avenue, for an
Appearance Review Certificate to install parking lot lighting fixtures with the conditions
that the 1) existing fixtures will be removed, and 2) the electrical wiring will be run in hard
pipe conduit. The motion was seconded by Mr. Phillips. Voting yes: Acting Chairman
Bradford, and Commissioners Collyer, Elkins, Miller, Phillips, Woleben-Meade. Voting
no: none. The motion carried.
2014-AR-33
Michigan Shores Club

911 Michigan Avenue
Appearance Review Certificate

Mr. Sivertsen called Case 2014-AR-33, 911 Michigan Avenue, Michigan Shores Club,
requesting an Appearance Review Certificate to construct a one-story addition on the
northwest side of the building.
Ms. Woleben-Meade stated for the record she was a member of Michigan Shores Club.
Mr. Witmer said an existing kitchen sits in roughly the same footprint as the proposed
kitchen. They are proposing to remove the kitchen and construct a new kitchen in its place
to enhance the facility. A small portion of the existing trellis will be removed to provide
room for the new kitchen. The east face of the new addition will continue the lanon stone
on the existing building. As the addition turns the corner going west it will match the
stucco of the adjacent addition that was recently completed. He said the side elevation is
screened by the adjacent paddle courts. They were not proposing the install a screen for the
rooftop exhaust and make-up air handler because of the existing paddle court and trees.
Mr. Bradford asked how the existing trellis related to the proposed server station.
Mr. Witmer said the server station would sit right underneath the existing trellis.
Mr. Phillips said the only question he had was whether or not they should screen the roof
top mechanical units.
Mr. Witmer said in addition to the screening provided by the paddle courts and trees, they
were concerned screening the units would draw more attention to the units. The screening
would need to be setback from the units per manufacturer specifications. This would create
a larger mass than just the units themselves.
Mr. Miller asked if they could move the location of the roof top equipment to limit the
visual impact.
Mr. Witmer said because the ceiling height was so low the exhaust fans needed to be
directly above the kitchen equipment. There wasn’t enough room to run ductwork
diagonally.
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Mr. Bradford said he wasn’t as concerned with the view from the north as he was with the
view from the east.
Mr. Witmer said they could screen it with a metal railing on the south parapet wall. The
railing would match the metal stairwell just to the west.
The Commission agreed that would be a good solution.
Mr. Elkins said the pickets would still not screen the rooftop equipment completely, but it
would provide some benefit to break up the view.
Mr. Sivertsen asked whether the railing would be inside the parapet wall or on top of the
wall.
Mr. Witmer said the railing would be on top of the wall. It would be 42 inches from the
roof.
Mr. Phillips moved to approved Case 2014-AR-33, 911 Michigan Avenue, for an
Appearance Review Certificate to construct a one-story addition with the conditions that 1)
a black wrought iron guard rail with a height of 42 inches from the top of the roof will be
installed on the east parapet wall of the addition. The motion was seconded by Ms.
Woleben-Meade. Voting yes: Acting Chairman Bradford, and Commissioners Collyer,
Elkins, Miller, Phillips, Woleben-Meade. Voting no: none. The motion carried.
2014-AR-35
A. Perry Homes

1218 Washington Avenue
Variation and Appearance Review Certificate

Mr. Sivertsen called Case 2014-AR-35, 1218 Washington Avenue, A. Perry Homes, for an
Appearance Review Certificate to construct a second story addition and a variation to
construct the addition beyond the 10 foot required build-to-zone.
Mr. Bradford asked Mr. Perry to describe the changes that have been made to the plans
from the previous submittal.
Mr. Perry said the biggest change they have made since the previous meeting was the
modification to the massing of the building’s west side facing the alley. It was his
understanding the Commission wanted to see a bolder look on that side of the building.
Instead of having one mass on the second floor the roof heights were altered to give the
look of separate buildings. It also helped to break up the wall. The charcoal colored stucco
was lowered to the ground to help mask the dirt that will likely form on the wall given its
location along an alley. The black stucco was revised to charcoal to lessen the visual
impact. He thought the Commission had requested the change in color at the previous
meeting. The existing utility poles have been drawn on the elevation plan to show their
relationship to the windows on the west elevation.
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Mr. Bradford asked Mr. Perry where he was in his discussions with Commonwealth Edison
on the request to modify the utility poles.
Mr. Perry said they have started the application process to eliminate the cross-t on the
northernmost pole.
Mr. Phillips asked if the utility pole needed to be modified for the proposal to be
constructed.
Mr. Perry said he didn’t know if they would need to be modified for safety reasons, but
thought it would look better if they were moved. He thought the height of the poles would
clear the proposed addition.
Ms. Woleben-Meade said part of their standards of review are to look at all sides of the
building. She liked the idea of adding the charcoal band to the bottom of the elevation.
She wasn’t sold on the idea of varying the heights of the second floor roof, but she liked the
other changes including showing the control joints.
Mr. Bradford said he also didn’t like the idea of stepping the heights of the roof line. The
added difficulty to construct and maintain the roof line did not seem to warrant the design
choice. He said he would be in favor of keeping a straight roof line.
Mr. Phillips asked Mr. Bradford if he was in favor of the alternating colors on the second
floor.
Mr. Bradford said he would hold judgment until seeing what it would look like with a
straight roof line.
Mr. Bradford asked if the opening in the wall on the second floor presented at the previous
meeting was still proposed. It didn’t show up on the drawings.
Mr. Perry said that was still part of the proposal.
Mr. Bradford said it would be helpful to see a detail showing how the planter boxes relate
to the opening in the wall. He would still like to see an east elevation. It was discussed at
the previous meeting, but he didn’t see it included in this meeting’s submittal.
Mr. Bradford said the petitioner’s response letter indicated the a/c units would be screened
by the parapet wall, but there was no information on the height of the parapet wall or the
height of the a/c units.
Mr. Perry said the parapet wall is three feet in height and the a/c units will be three feet in
height.
Mr. Perry said there was an error on the submittal. The key still shows Zebra grass. The
written description shows the correct Northern Sea Oats grass.
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Mr. Perry said he had photo rendering of the east elevation as looking from across Green
Bay Road. He said the east elevation will be difficult to see from the train stop. They
intend to continue the pattern of control joints around that side of the building.
Mr. Bradford said an elevation drawing is needed to show the details.
Mr. Phillips said he wanted Mr. Perry to be careful of the second floor windows that open
up near the power lines. He preferred to see those as fixed windows.
Mr. Perry said if the lines cannot be moved then the windows will not be operable.
Mr. Phillips said before he can approve operable windows along that wall he will need to
know that the power lines will be moved.
Mr. Bradford said he noticed the overhead door on the south elevation has been revised so
that it is centered in between the columns. He thanked Mr. Perry for making that
correction.
Ms. Woleben-Meade asked Mr. Bradford if he still thinks the roof line should be level,
given the photo rendering submitted at the meeting.
Mr. Bradford said his preference would still be to have a single roof height. If they needed
the additional height to accommodate the elevator overrun than he would like to see it all
that height.
Mr. Perry said he could do that, but feels like it won’t be any more difficult to construct or
maintain. He is going to be the owner and will also be the one to maintain the building.
He feels confident the varying roof lines won’t be a problem.
Mr. Bradford asked how comfortable the Commissioners felt voting on the case with
conditions given several items were lacking information.
Mr. Perry asked Mr. Sivertsen if he would be able to apply for a building permit if the
Commission had not yet voted on the case.
Mr. Sivertsen said the design should be agreed upon before permit drawings are submitted.
The variations will still need to be reviewed by the Village Board.
Mr. Bradford said he would be open to voting on the case.
Mr. Elkins asked about the roof pitch. He didn’t think the elevations accurately reflected
the roof pitch.
Mr. Perry thought the elevations were drawn accurately. The roof pitch would be minimal.
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Mr. Elkins said he would like for them to install a parapet to screen the view of the roof
pitch. He agreed with Mr. Bradford that all sides of the building needed to be shown on
elevations drawings, but if the only detail on that side of the building was going to be the
control joints and that the parapet would be wrapped around he didn’t have a big concern
not having the elevation.
Mr. Perry said they could adjust the roof to make it as flat as possible.
Mr. Elkins added he didn’t have an issue with the paint color chosen for the stucco. It
would not be difficult to repaint the stucco if needed.
Findings
The Commission found the required setback presented a hardship due to the existing
conditions of the building and the adjacent building. It would require the petitioner to
construct additional square footage without providing a benefit to the property. The
similarity of the neighboring building was not created by the property owner. The
character of the subject building and neighboring building will be maintained by granting
the variance. The supply of light and air will be increased by granting the variance to allow
a greater setback.
Decision
Mr. Elkins moved to approve an Appearance Review Certificate to construct a second story
addition and recommend granting a variation to construct the addition beyond the 10 foot
required build-to-zone, with the conditions that the 1) coping on the north and south
elevations will be constructed flat to screen the pitch of the roof, 2) east elevation will
receive equivalent consideration in design and materials with the stucco and metal copings
being consistent with the other elevations of the building, 3) windows on the west elevation
be inoperable unless the power lines along the alley are moved so as to not cause a hazard,
4) height of the parapet wall will meet or exceed the height of the a/c units to provide
screening, 5) openings in the second floor will provide planter boxes for the second floor
trellis. The motion was seconded by Mr. Phillips. Voting yes: Acting Chairman Bradford,
and Commissioners Collyer, Elkins, Miller, Phillips, Woleben-Meade. Voting no: none.
The motion carried.
Mr. Elkins moved to authorize Acting Chairman Bradford to prepare the report and
recommendations from the Appearance Review Commission for Case 2014-AR-35. The
motion was seconded by Mr. Collyer. Voting yes: Acting Chairman Bradford, and
Commissioners Collyer, Elkins, Miller, Phillips, Woleben-Meade. Voting no: none. The
motion carried.
V.

ADJOURNMENT
At 8:49 p.m., Mr. Elkins moved to adjourn the meeting. The motion was seconded by Mr.
Collyer. Voting yes: Acting Chairman Bradford, and Commissioners Collyer, Elkins,
Miller, Phillips, Woleben-Meade. Voting no: none. The motion carried.
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1200 Wilmette Avenue
Wilmette, IL 60091
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
DEPARTMENT

(847) 853-7550
Fax (847) 853-7701
TDD (847) 853-7634

January 29, 2015
To:

Chairman Sheridan and the Appearance Review Commission

From:

Lucas Sivertsen, AICP
Business Development Planner

Re:

Consent Agenda for February 2, 2015

Attached is one conforming sign proposal. The Commission should determine whether this
proposal meets the Standards of Review for an Appearance Review Certificate. If you would like
to remove this item from the Consent Agenda, please bring it to my attention on Monday, February
2, 2015 and I will notify the petitioner to be present at the meeting to discuss the proposal.
2015-AR-02

Grey Gardenia Atelier

1177 Wilmette Avenue

The petitioner wishes to install a new awning sign for the new business.
Sign Ordinance

Proposed Sign

A business use may display one awning sign
per street frontage.

An awning sign is proposed for the Wilmette
Avenue frontage.

An awning sign is allowed up to 20%
coverage.

The proposed awning sign has 18% coverage.

Maximum information displayed for awning
sign – seven items of information.

Proposed information on the awning sign
includes the business name.

The applicant has prepared two sign proposals, but has requested approval for Option B which
includes a modification to the existing awning frames. The storefront spans two awnings. The
applicant would like to connect the two awning frames and install one large awning instead of the
two existing. A material sample will be provide at the meeting.
If the Commission is not supportive of this proposal the applicant has prepared a second option
which replaces the existing awing using the same frame.
Applicable Sections of the Wilmette Zoning Ordinance:
16-10.B states the regulations for awning signs

Side Profile:
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28.50"
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Grey Gardenia Atelier
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20% Limit for Graphic Area = 16.374 Sq. Ft.
Graphic Size = 112.75”w x 20.5”h (16.05 sq. ft.)
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Grey Gardenia Atelier
Surface Square Footage: ((198.5+28.5+175)*(41+18.39))/144=165.80
20% Limit for Graphic Area = 33.16 Sq. Ft.
Graphic Size = 154”w x 28”h (30 sq. ft.)
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Report to the Appearance Review Commission
from the
Department of Community Development
Case Number:

2015-AR-04

Property:

721 Green Bay Road

Zoning District:

VC, Village Center

Petitioner:

Imperial Motors

Request:

The petitioner requests an Appearance Review Certificate to
remodel the façade and replace existing signage, a 20.4% wall sign
coverage variation, a sign variation to display two additional wall
signs, and a roof line design variation.

Applicable Provisions of
Ordinances:

20-5.5, Sign Variations
20-16, Sign Regulations
20-5.4, Variation
20-5.7, Appearance Review Certificate
20-10.7, Village Center Building Design Regulations

Meeting Date:

February 2, 2015

Date of Application:

December 31, 2014

Notices:

Notice of Public Hearing, dated January 13, 2015
Certificate of Posting dated, January 16, 2015
Affidavit of Personal Notice dated, January 15, 2015
Legal Notice published Wilmette Beacon on January 15, 2015

Report Prepared By:

Lucas Sivertsen, AICP
Business Development Planner

Case 2015-AR-04
721 Green Bay Road

Description of the Property
The subject property is located on the southwest corner of Green Bay Road and Washington Avenue in the
Village Center Zoning District. Surrounding uses include a commercial auto repair shop to the north, Union
Pacific Railroad to the east across Green Bay Road, a bank to the south and townhomes and single-family
homes to the west across an alley.

Description of Request
The petitioner requests an Appearance Review Certificate to remodel the façade and replace existing
signage, a 20.4% wall sign coverage variation, a sign variation to display two additional wall signs, and
a roof line design variation.
Appearance Review Certificate
The applicant has been mandated by their corporate offices to remodel their automobile dealership to
conform to new corporate identity standards. The remodeling includes modifications to the exterior
finish materials, roof line, exterior signage, and replacement of the southeast showroom storefront.
Sign Variation
The existing signage includes two ground signs and two wall signs. One of the existing ground signs
will be removed. The other ground sign will remain, but the face will be replaced with the new Jaguar
font. The two wall signs will be removed.
Three new wall signs are proposed. The sign regulations permit one wall sign, therefore, a variation to
display an additional two wall signs is required. The new wall sign above the main entrance has a
coverage of 50.4%. The sign regulations limit coverage to 30% of the signable area, therefore, a 20.4%
wall sign coverage variation is required.
The applicant submitted revised plans on January 23 and 28 that propose additional signage including a
new ground sign on the southeast side of the property and a new wall sign above the northeast entrance.
These signs require variations. Variation requests need to be noticed at least 15 days prior to the hearing
date. Because the requests were submitted less than 15 days prior to the hearing the required legal notice
was not sent and therefore the request cannot be considered for approval at the February 2, 2015 meeting.
Proposed Signage
Sign Type
Ground Sign – NE corner
Wall Sign – above entrance
Wall Sign – pre-owned
Wall Sign – service entrance
Directional signs

Proposed
Replace face
Halo lit channel letter
Halo lit channel letter
Reverse lit channel letter
Various locations

Request
Certificate
Quantity and 20.4% coverage variation
Certificate
Quantity variation
No permit needed

Not part of Feb 2 Request
Ground Sign – SE corner
Wall Sign – NE entrance

New Ground Sign
Halo lit channel letter

Quantity and size variation
Quantity and coverage variation
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Case 2015-AR-04
721 Green Bay Road
Zoning Variation
The Appearance Review Commission reviews variation requests from Section 10.7 of the Zoning
Ordinance (Village Center Building Design Regulations). Section 10.7.A.4(a) of the ordinance requires
roof lines to be either varied with a change in height or within the incorporation of a major focal point feature
such as a dormer, gable, or projected wall feature for every twenty-five (25) linear feet of building length.
The east elevation does not meet this requirement at three separate locations along the façade, therefore, a
roof line design variation is required.

Action Required
The Appearance Review Commission may grant an Appearance Review Certificate and recommend
granting the variations provided they determine the proposal meets the following standards of review.
(After the vote on the request)
Move to authorize the chairman to prepare the report and recommendation from the Appearance
Review Commission for case number 2015-AR-04.
Appearance Review Certificate Standards of Review
1. All sides of a structure receive design consideration.
2. If the side or rear of the structure faces a street, a residential use, or a property located in a
residential zoning district, the exterior materials used on the side or rear are comparable in
character and quality to the exterior materials used on the facade of the structure.
3. Materials used in the construction and design of the structure are of durable quality.
4. Mechanical equipment is located or screened so as not to be visible from surrounding streets
and properties.
5. The scale and placement of the structure on the site is appropriate to the proportion of the site
covered by the structure and the location of the structure in relation to its lot lines.
6. Building design and placement must take into consideration natural grade conditions, existing
vegetation, and other natural features.
7. Excessive similarity or dissimilarity in design in relation to surrounding or adjoining
structures is discouraged, including but not limited to building height, exterior materials,
building mass, roof line, and architectural features.
8. Design takes into consideration the relationship to the street and the pedestrian environment.
9. Parking, storage, and refuse areas are located and screened so as not to negatively affect
neighboring properties.
10. Landscape is designed to maintain existing mature trees and shrubs to the maximum extent
possible.
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721 Green Bay Road
11. Landscape provides an aesthetically pleasing design and, where applicable, provides for the
screening of parking, storage, refuse, and utility areas from the street and adjacent residential
properties.
12. Selected plant materials shall be suitable to Wilmette’s climate and to their location on the
site. The use of invasive species is prohibited. Invasive species shall be those included in the
“Chicago Botanic Garden” list of “Invasive Plants in the Chicago Region.”
13. Parking areas are designed to achieve efficient traffic flow and minimize dangerous traffic
movements.
14. Signs are of the appropriate design, color and placement to the structure, site and adjoining
properties, in terms of materials, height, setback from the street, and proportion.
15. Accessory structures, exterior lighting and fences, complement the overall structure and site
design, in terms of materials, size, and architectural character.
16. For new two-unit dwellings, review is limited to whether or not the proposed structure
maintains the external appearance of a single-family dwelling.
Variation Standards of Review
1. The particular physical conditions, shape or surroundings of the property would impose upon
the owner a practical difficulty or particular hardship, as opposed to a mere inconvenience, if
the requirements of this Ordinance were strictly enforced.
2. The plight of the property owner was not created by the owner and is due to unique
circumstances.
3. The difficulty or hardship is peculiar to the property in question and is not generally shared by
other properties classified in the same zoning district and/or used for the same purposes. This
includes the need to accommodate desirable existing site landscape or reflect unique conditions
created by the age and character of the property.
4. The difficulty or hardship resulting from the application of this Ordinance would prevent the
owner from making a reasonable use of the property. However, the fact the property could be
utilized more profitably with the variation than without the variation is not considered as grounds
for granting the variation.
5. The proposed variation will not impair an adequate supply of light and air to adjacent property
or otherwise injure other property or its use, will not substantially increase the danger of fire or
otherwise endanger the public health, safety and welfare, and will not substantially diminish or
impair property values within the neighborhood.
6. The variation, if granted, will not alter the essential character of the neighborhood and will be
consistent with the goals, objectives and policies set forth in the Comprehensive Plan.
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7. With respect to building materials, unforeseen advances in technology, appearance or quality
render a prohibited material to be suitable and in keeping with the appearance goals of this code
when used in the form presented by the applicant.
Sign Variation Standards of Review
Unusual Circumstances:
A variation will serve to relieve the petitioner from an unusual difficulty due to the location,
topography, or circumstances on the petitioner’s property or a peculiar attribute existing on the
neighboring property which directly affects the petitioner’s property.
Character and Appearance:
A variation will be consistent in design and scale with other signs nearby, and will not alter the
essential character of the commercial streetscape in the vicinity of the subject property.
Not Self-Created:
The plight of the property owner was not created by the owner and denial of the variation will
impose undue hardship or difficulty on the owner’s ability to conduct business on the subject
property.
Health, Safety and Welfare:
A variation will not create a traffic or safety hazard and will not impair the utility of
neighboring properties’ signage.
Purpose of Ordinance:
A variation is in harmony with the purpose and intent of the Sign Ordinance.

Case File Documents
Correspondence
1.1 Description of Request, Robert Flubacker Architects
Location Maps and Plans
1.2 Aerial Map
1.3 Existing Conditions Photos
1.4 Plat of Survey
1.5 Applicant Submission, submitted January 23, 2015
1.6 Sign Plans, dated January 26, 2015
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Report to the Appearance Review Commission
from the
Department of Community Development
Case Number:

2014-AR-21

Property:

111 Green Bay Road

Zoning District:

GC-1, General Commercial Zoning District

Petitioner:

Firefly Kitchen

Request:

The petitioner requests an Appearance Review Certificate to install
new rooftop mechanical equipment.

Applicable Provisions of
Ordinances:

20-3.5, Appearance Review Commission Powers
20-5.7, Appearance Review Certificate

Meeting Date:

August 4, 2014
September 8, 2014
October 6, 2014

Date of Application:

July 7, 2014

Notices:

Certificate of Posting dated, August 19, 2014
Notice of Hearing dated, August 18, 2014
Legal Notice in Wilmette Beacon, August 21, 2014
Personal Notice Affidavit, August 18, 2014

Report Prepared By:

Lucas Sivertsen, AICP
Business Development Planner

Case 2014-AR-21
111 Green Bay Road

Description of the Property
The subject property is located just north of Isabella Street in the GC-1, General Commercial Zoning
District. Surrounding uses include a vacant retail building to the north, Union Pacific tracks across Green
Bay Road to the east, an office building to the south, and single-family residential homes to the west across
an alley.

Description of Request
The petitioner requests an Appearance Review Certificate to install new rooftop mechanical equipment.
The applicant received an Appearance Review Certificate to install new signage, lighting, and windows
on September 8, 2014. Due to the interior remodeling replacement and new rooftop mechanical units
are needed. The new units require an Appearance Review Certificate. The applicant wishes to install
new roof top equipment without providing screening.

Action Required
The Appearance Review Commission can grant an Appearance Review Certificate provided they determine
the applicant meets the following standards of review:
Appearance Review Certificate Standards of Review
1. All sides of a structure receive design consideration.
2. If the side or rear of the structure faces a street, a residential use, or a property located in a
residential zoning district, the exterior materials used on the side or rear are comparable in
character and quality to the exterior materials used on the facade of the structure.
3. Materials used in the construction and design of the structure are of durable quality.
4. Mechanical equipment is located or screened so as not to be visible from surrounding streets
and properties.
5. The scale and placement of the structure on the site is appropriate to the proportion of the site
covered by the structure and the location of the structure in relation to its lot lines.
6. Building design and placement must take into consideration natural grade conditions, existing
vegetation, and other natural features.
7. Excessive similarity or dissimilarity in design in relation to surrounding or adjoining
structures is discouraged, including but not limited to building height, exterior materials,
building mass, roof line, and architectural features.
8. Design takes into consideration the relationship to the street and the pedestrian environment.
9. Parking, storage, and refuse areas are located and screened so as not to negatively affect
neighboring properties.
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10. Landscape is designed to maintain existing mature trees and shrubs to the maximum extent
possible.
11. Landscape provides an aesthetically pleasing design and, where applicable, provides for the
screening of parking, storage, refuse, and utility areas from the street and adjacent residential
properties.
12. Selected plant materials shall be suitable to Wilmette’s climate and to their location on the
site. The use of invasive species is prohibited. Invasive species shall be those included in the
“Chicago Botanic Garden” list of “Invasive Plants in the Chicago Region.”
13. Parking areas are designed to achieve efficient traffic flow and minimize dangerous traffic
movements.
14. Signs are of the appropriate design, color and placement to the structure, site and adjoining
properties, in terms of materials, height, setback from the street, and proportion.
15. Accessory structures, exterior lighting and fences, complement the overall structure and site
design, in terms of materials, size, and architectural character.
16. For new two-unit dwellings, review is limited to whether or not the proposed structure
maintains the external appearance of a single-family dwelling.

Case File Documents
Correspondence
1.1 Letter to ARC, dated January 23, 2015
Location Maps and Plans
1.2 Roof Mechanical Plan
1.3 Mechanical Cut-Sheets

Case Minutes
August 4, 2014
Firefly Kitchen

111 Green Bay Road
Appearance Review Certificate and Sign Variation

Mr. Sivertsen called Case 2014-AR-21, 111 Green Bay Road, Firefly Kitchen, for an
Appearance Review Certificate to remodel the façade with new windows, paint, signage, and
lighting, and a preliminary review of a sign variation request.
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Ms. Klug stated the building was purchased from A la Carte and Firefly will be converting the
building into a full service restaurant. Firefly currently does catering in Chicago and the North
Shore. The chef is from New York and the restaurant will have a Brooklyn Bistro vibe. They
are addressing the façade in the current proposal. The existing paint is peeling and the existing
signs need to be removed. They intend to use the needed maintenance as an opportunity to
rebrand the building. The proposal is to repaint the entire front façade with a charcoal colored
paint. The area above the storefront will be clad with reclaimed wood to create a new sign
band. A new window will be installed on the second floor between the two existing windows.
New lighting will be installed over the wooden sign band.
Mr. Bradford asked for a paint chip of the proposed building color.
Ms. Kucher provided a Pantone paint chip of the charcoal gray. Only the front of the building
will be painted. The sides and rear of the building are not currently painted and they were not
proposing to paint those sides of the building. The white paint color for the sign on the second
floor would be slightly gray, but would show as white against the charcoal background.
Ms. Klug said all of the existing windows would be replaced and a new window would be
added to the second floor. The window frames would be dark bronze with clear glass.
Ms. Klug said the same type of exterior lighting fixtures above the storefront would also be
used on the inside of the building.
Mr. Bradford recommended they use an LED bulb for the exterior lighting fixtures so they
aren’t constantly replacing bulbs.
Ms. Klug said they would be fine using an LED bulb.
Mr. Sheridan recommended they use a LED bulb with over 3,000k. If they used something
lower than that it will tend to emit a green light over time. Also, something much over 3,000k
will tend to be a white light.
Ms. Klug said the idea behind painting a sign to the second floor wall was for two main
reasons. First, they wanted to place less wear and tear on the building, as opposed to affixing a
heavy sign to the wall. Second, they wanted to add a Brooklyn bistro feel by painting a sign on
the exterior.
Mr. Bradford said he didn’t have an issue with painting a sign directly to the exterior wall, but
he would like to see the sign made smaller so that it fits better into the spacing of the windows
and arch of the parapet. He also thought the two window signs could be made smaller.
Ms. Kucher said the rendering was not as accurate as the elevation drawing. The window signs
looked much smaller in the elevation drawing.
Mr. Phillips pointed out the fonts used in the wall signage were not consistent. Specifically the
“R” is a different shape.
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Ms. Klug said the lettering on the wall sign will be branded into the wood. They will try to
match the font as closely as possible to what is proposed.
Mr. Elkins asked for an explanation of the sign coverage variation.
Mr. Sivertsen explained the signable area for the first floor wall sign was defined as the top of
the first floor windows to the bottom of the second floor windows in height by a width of the
outer edge of the storefront windows to the outer edge of the opposite storefront window. The
area of the sign is calculated as the overall dimensions of the wooden background. The
wooden background covers 39.5% of the signable area, therefore, a 9.5% coverage variation is
required. The lettering by itself is only 13.2% of the signable area, so the extra background
hurts them in this case.
Mr. Sheridan asked what type and size of wood was proposed.
Ms. Klug stated they would be getting the reclaimed wood from Rebuild Chicago. They work
with their customers to provide custom pieces.
Ms. Kucher said Rebuild Chicago is constantly turning over inventory and because their pieces
are reclaimed wood they won’t actually know what the final product will be until they’re
approved. The boards would be roughly between 4 and 8 inch planks.
Mr. Sheridan said because the planks will be between 4 and 8 inches, they will need to be
pieced together to make a panel. If the pieces are placed together so that a vertical reveal is
created it would create a separation in the wooden background. That way the background of
the sign would become smaller and possibly no longer need a coverage variation.
Ms. Klug said she liked that idea.
Mr. Miller asked if the existing paneling they were removing was flush with the building.
Ms. Klug said the building actually comes out over the existing panel.
Mr. Bradford said the reason the Commission was encouraging the applicant to do something
that was conforming was that variations need to be approved by the Village Board. If the sign
was conforming the Commission could approve the sign and the applicant could save time.
Mr. Sheridan said the overall concept of the sign is very nice and will fit in well with the
surrounding neighborhood. He asked if they had thought about proposing any new
landscaping.
Mr. Klug said they were not proposing to add or replace any landscaping.
Mr. Sheridan encouraged them to think about providing some landscaping at the entrance.
Ms. Klug said they might need to rip up a part of the sidewalk to replace the water service
coming into the building. They could add some landscaping after that is fixed.
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Mr. Sheridan told the applicant they would need to provide a photometric plan for the exterior
lighting.
Mr. Sheridan stated the commission wasn’t voting on the sign variation requests at this point,
but he had reservations about the second floor wall sign. He didn’t know how it met the
standards of review.
Ms. Klug stated they would be willing to give up the window signs if it meant they could have
the second floor wall sign.
Mr. Elkins shared an idea of modifying the second floor wall sign so that it was a back-lit wall
sign instead of a painted sign. The glow of a back-lit sign would go along with the firefly
theme and it would eliminate one of the variations.
Ms. Klug said they also had ideas of using firefly themed lighting on the interior.
Mr. Sheridan said signs painted on the building were historically on the side of the building
rather than the front. He wondered if the applicant would consider painting the second floor
sign on the side rather than the front.
Ms. Klug said the main reason for having the sign was to provide advertising for train
passengers. A sign on the side would not be as visible from the train.
Mr. Elkins said the Commission would need to see more information on the second floor
lighting fixtures.
Mr. Elkins moved to grant an Appearance Review Certificate for Case 2014-AR-21 to remodel
the storefront including installing new windows in dark bronze aluminum frames to replace
existing windows and a new second floor window, installing reclaimed wood planks covering
the storefront transom with widths between 4-8 inches run horizontally on the building,
repainting the building with dark gray Pantone 425M paint and trim in a lighter gray Pantone
2M paint, and installing lighting in antique brass above the wood planks centered over the
entry, with the condition the applicant submit photometric plans for the lighting and provide
further information on signage and second floor lighting. The motion was seconded by Mr.
Phillips. Voting yes: Chairman Sheridan and Commissioners Bradford, Collyer, Elkins,
Miller, Phillips. Voting no: none. The motion carried.
September 8, 2014
Firefly Kitchen

111 Green Bay Road
Sign Variation and Appearance Review Certificate

Mr. Sivertsen called Case 2014-AR-21, 111 Green Bay Road, Firefly Kitchen, requesting an
Appearance Review Certificate for new landscaping and wall and window signs, a sign
variation to paint a sign directly to a wall, a sign variation to display more than one window
sign along a single street frontage and sign variation to display more than one wall sign along a
single street frontage.
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Mr. Sheridan asked if one of the sign variations had been eliminated from the previous
submittal.
Mr. Sivertsen said the wall sign coverage variation for the first floor wall sign had been
eliminated. The wooden background of the sign had been divided into three panels. The
middle panel where the business name would be displayed was within the 30% allowable
coverage.
Mr. Sheridan said there were three options presented in the landscape plans. He asked Ms.
Klug which option they wished to be approved.
Ms. Klug said they were proposing to remove the bench and replace it with landscaping that
would be salt tolerant. She asked for the Commission’s expertise in determining which option
would be the best.
Ms. Woleben-Meade said most of the landscaping shown in the proposal were annuals. She
was concerned with the financial commitment needed to constantly replace the landscaping
each season. She recommended option B which had some shrubs that wouldn’t need to be
replaced each season. The annuals could then be planted around the shrubs for a seasonal
display, but the bulk of the landscaping would remain. The railroad tie will take up a lot of
room in the limited planting bed. She recommended using a narrow wooden edging.
Mr. Sheridan said he was concerned the railroad tie would become a tripping hazard if it were
raised. He thought it should be flush with the grade.
Mr. Leven said the change in grade would cause the railroad tie to be raised above the sidewalk
at some point.
Mr. Sivertsen said if the metal fence on the south end of the building remained it would
eliminate the tripping hazard at that point.
Mr. Bradford asked about the lighting on the front of the building.
Ms. Klug presented the lighting fixture that would be installed to illuminate the second floor
sign. It would be located above the sign and shine down. The existing up-light would be
removed.
Mr. Sheridan asked how the electrical supply would be provided to the wall sconce.
Mr. Levon said the electrical would be run on the back of the wall and the electrical box would
be recessed so the fixture would be mounted flush to the wall.
Ms. Woleben-Meade asked about the variation for the additional window sign.
Ms. Klug said the owner wished to present a Brooklyn bistro feel to the restaurant. The
window signs reflected that design.
Mr. Bradford said the window signs had been reduced in size from the original proposal.
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Mr. Phillips said to make sure the font of their wall sign matches the other signs.
Ms. Woleben-Meade said she is having an issue applying the standards of review for the two
window signs. Only one window sign is permitted.
Mr. Bradford said the two signs provide balance and were in keeping with the symmetry of the
storefront.
Ms. Woleben-Meade said she liked the way the signs looked, but she was concerned this would
be creating a precedent. She didn’t know how the request was unique.
Mr. Elkins said they were already getting a variation to install a second wall sign.
Mr. Sheridan thought the request was consistent in design and scale with other signs nearby.
Having two window signs to balance out and provide symmetry to the building looked better
than having only one sign that was conforming.
Mr. Phillips asked how close to the window a sign needed to be in order for it to be considered
a sign.
Mr. Sheridan said any sign located within 12 inches of the window is regulated by the sign
code.
Mr. Sheridan asked how much smaller the window signs were from the original proposal.
Mr. Sivertsen said the signs currently proposed were covering 8.4% of each window.
Mr. Sheridan thought shrinking them to 5.0% of each window would make them too small.
Ms. Klug said she thought the proposed signs are less obtrusive than the other signs along
Green Bay Road.
Mr. Bradford said the conditions along Green Bay Road are unique within the Village. The
Commission has been willing to grant other variations along Green Bay Road.
Mr. Phillips asked that the light bulbs used for the exterior fixtures be consistent. A 3000k
LED bulb should be used to make sure a consistent color of light of displayed.
Mr. Sheridan agreed, and said the 2700k bulb can turn a little green over time.
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Findings of Fact
The Commission found the proposed signs are consistent with the character of the surrounding
property and would not negatively affect the health safety and welfare of the neighborhood.
The design of the building and its location along Green Bay Road present a unique
circumstance. The symmetry of the building lends itself to needing consistent graphics on
either side of the center entrance. The additional window sign provides a consistent design to
the symmetrical building. The building historically displayed two wall signs which is
consistent with other signs along Green Bay Road.
Decision
Ms. Woleben-Meade moved to grant an Appearance Review Certificate in Case 2014-AR-21,
with the conditions that 1) landscape plan B is used with wood edging between 4-6 inches in
height instead of railroad ties, 2) all of the signs use the same style of fonts, 3) exterior light
fixtures use 3000k LED bulbs, 4) the wall pack be flush mounted to the wall; and to
recommend granting a sign variation to paint a sign directly to a wall, a sign variation to
display more than one window sign along a single street frontage, and a sign variation to
display more than one wall sign along a single street frontage. The motion was seconded by
Mr. Phillips. Voting yes: Chairman Sheridan and Commissioners Bradford, Collyer, Elkins,
Phillips, Woleben-Meade. Voting no: none. The motion carried.
Mr. Elkins moved to authorize Chairman Sheridan to prepare the report and recommendation
from the Commission for Case 2014-AR-21. The motion was seconded by Mr. Bradford.
Voting yes: Chairman Sheridan and Commissioners Bradford, Collyer, Elkins, Phillips,
Woleben-Meade. Voting no: none. The motion carried.
October 6, 2014
Firefly Kitchen

111 Green Bay Road
Appearance Review Certificate

Mr. Sivertsen called Case 2014-AR-21, 111 Green Bay Road, Firefly Kitchen, requesting an
amendment of their Appearance Review Certificate for brick repair and new rooftop
mechanical equipment.
Mr. Leven said some of the brick on the facade would be removed and the wall would be
repaired to stop water infiltration. The new brick would match the face brick on the middle of
the existing façade. The parapet would be rebuilt to match the existing dimensions. The new
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brick would not be painted. It would match the color of the previously approved pantone paint
color that was originally going to cover the entire brick facade.
Mr. Sheridan said they would need a sample of the brick. There’s not pantone color match for
brick. The Commission would need to see the brick sample to make sure it worked with the
paint color.
Mr. Leven said he could get a brick sample.
Mr. Sheridan asked if they were using the same brick course over the windows as the existing
face brick.
Mr. Leven said they would be using a running bond over the entire brick façade with steel
lintels over the windows.
Mr. Sivertsen asked if the brick sample came back and it wasn’t approved by the Commission
would they be willing to paint the new face brick using the previously approved pantone color.
Ms. Klug said they would be willing to paint the brick to match the pantone color, but they
would like to not have to paint the new brick.
Mr. Miller asked what color of grout they would use if the new brick were not painted and a
colored brick were used.
Mr. Leven said the existing face brick that would remain would be power washed and repainted
to match the pantone color.
Mr. Sheridan asked if the new grout would match the old grout.
Mr. Leven said the new grout would match the new paint. They would need to see what
condition the existing brick and grout are in once they chemically remove the existing layers of
paint.
Mr. Elkins cautioned them about painting the brick. The paint will hold in moisture which will
lead to deterioration of the brick.
Mr. Sheridan said they could consider staining the brick which would be more breathable than
paint.
Mr. Leven said they were adding some rooftop mechanical units. They preferred not to install
screening for these units. The roof plan shows where the screening would be placed if required
by the Commission.
Mr. Sheridan asked what the screening would look like.
Mr. Leven said they hadn’t yet selected a type of screening. They wanted to make sure
screening would be required. It would be hard to view the units from Green Bay Road.
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Mr. Sheridan said they would need to screen the rooftop units from Green Bay Road as well as
the residential properties to the rear and south.
Ms. Klug said they may have to limit the scope of work due to budget constraints. Some of the
rooftop mechanical units might be removed from the scope.
Mr. Bradford moved to continue Case 2014-AR-21, 111 Green Bay Road, to the November
meeting. The motion was seconded by Ms. Woleben-Meade. Voting yes: Chairman Sheridan
and Commissioners Bradford, Collyer, Elkins, Miller, Woleben-Meade. Voting no: none. The
motion carried.
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Donley Klug
Bubblegum Bob, LLC
321 Darrow Avenue
Evanston, IL 60202
Telephone: 312 593 5812
Dzklug@gmail.com

Via Email: sivertsenl@wilmette.com
January 23, 2015
Mr. Lucas Sivertsen
Village of Wilmette
1200 Wilmette Avenue
Wilmette, IL 60091
Re:

Outstanding Appearance Review Committee Items: Façade Color and HVAC Screening

Dear Lucas:
We appreciate all the time and consideration the Village and Appearance Review Committee has put in for the review
of the extensive build out at Firefly Kitchen. The build out has opened many cans of worms as we uncovered neglected
maintenance and code violations.
At the current time, we have decided to paint the entire façade in Pantone 7546 or Pantone 425, as previously approved
by the Appearance Review Committee. We will not be matching brick any longer so that should solve that outstanding
issue.
As far as HVAC screening is concerned, the initial topic was the second floor HVAC unit. Given the enormous
expenses that stemmed from other village permit comments and bringing the property up to code, we have decided
against installing new HVAC to the second floor. Therefore, this topic is also solved.
However, during the meeting it was brought up that we should consider screening the replacement HVAC units on the
ground floor and lower rooftop. We motion that this be waived because it isn’t visible. I have attached pictures from
the rear, side and front of the Building to illustrate this.
We have done a tremendous amount of work to bring this property up to current standards and appreciate the
Appearance Review Committee’s understanding. We also understand the purpose and goal of the Appearance Review
Committee and believe strongly this would not negatively affect the public given the vantage point of where the HVAC
units are placed.
We look forward to confirmation that all outstanding Appearance Review Committee items have been met.
Very truly yours,

Donley Klug

